The war in northern Uganda, between the Lord"s Resistance Army (LRA) and the central government which is generally agreed to have started in 1986 and ended in 2006, has attracted many theories as to its origin. While most scholars blame it on marginalisation, discrimination, loss of power by the locals and religious fanaticism which led to acts of terrorism, we assert that one of the underlying causes or perhaps the only leading cause was the emergence of "slim" or HIV/AIDS. The other so-called causes could have only been mere triggers of the desperation stemming from this disease which at the time had no known medical relief, unlike today when we have a plethora of medicines which can be applied to its management and to prolong life. The influx of the Ugandan National Resistance Army which led to the setting up of barracks and garrisons in nearly all parts of Acholiland, the setting up of the Local Defence Unit which considerably increased the number of armed personnel in the region as well as forcing people into over-crowded internally displaced camps with little amenities and privacy further exacerbated the spread of HIV/AIDS and in turn public opinion against the National Resistance Movement/Army (NRM/A) government.
towns, to avoid kidnap after dark by marauding LRA guerrillas (BBC World Service News, May 13, 2005) . Since the mid-1980s, 95 percent of the population in the three northern districts have been forced to migrate, and 1.8 million out of the nation"s total 24.7 million now live in refugee camps, where sanitary and nutritional conditions are substandard. In a thirteen month period during [2002] [2003] , as many as 10,000 children were abducted by the LRA for actual armed conflict and for auxiliary sexual and housekeeping services" On the other hand some scholars attribute the rise of this movement to "religious terrorism or fanaticism leading to terrorism" [11] or purely religious reasons [12] .When looked at purely from the above angles, grievance, fanaticism and terrorism become the main factors in the rise of the Lord"s Resistance Movement; after all the Acholiland was indeed marginalised. However, Kigezi and Karamoja did not fare any better in terms of marginalisation yet did not take up arms against the central government. Therefore, the grievance, religious fanaticism or extremism leading to terrorism narrative alone ignores other underlying factors that could have given rise or substantially contributed to the emergence of the Lord"s Resistance Movement. Perhaps then, the most singular contributor to the rise of the LRA is HIV/AIDS. Although Twesigye [13] attributes the rise of another religious movement in western Uganda (the Movement for the Restoration of the Ten Commandments), to HIV/AIDS, the same can also be applied to the case of LRA. To conclude that: "… aspects of the Acholi insurgency in Northern Uganda have been initiated and led by spirit mediums, notably Alice Auma and Joseph Kony. Because Kony"s career as an insurgent leader has been marked by atrocity and the lack of an explicit political programme, he has often been dismissed as a terrorist. It is argued here that he at least deserves the status of "social bandit" as defined by Hobsbawm, and that his role as a voice for spirit messages is still a significant factor. It is concluded that without recognition of the role of spirit messages in African conflicts these conflicts will be imperfectly understood and their resolution will be correspondingly more problematic" [12] , completely misses the point. It is like merely treating the symptom rather than the cause. HIV/AIDS was identified among heterosexual Ugandans in 1982 [14, 15, 16] . This was after it was identified among homosexuals in the USA in 1981 [17] . Before it was scientifically identified, it was known as "slim" in Uganda due to its victims" severe loss of weight before death [18] . According to Serwadda [18] at the time of its discovery there was no treatment or remedies for what he describes as "a new disease in Uganda and its association with HTLV-III infection." The emergence of HIV/AIDS coincided with Museveni"s National Resistance Movement armies invading Acholiland to mop up the remnants of the Tito Lotuwa Okello-Basilio Okello forces [19] . To make the matter worse, many of the Okello forces had merged with the local population with their weapons. Rape, robbery, murder and other vices became common. The large numbers of the victors" and the vanquished armies in the area with barracks, both formal and informal, which were being set up by the victors further contributed to the breakdown of the moral fabric. This was further compounded by the fact that the men were mostly in hiding and therefore women received little support from their men in terms of food cultivation, emotional support and other basic necessities and yet the victors came with money and military rations such as tinned beef, biscuits, whiskies, etc. This led to an explosion of prostitution on an unimaginable level and with it an explosion in the number of victims of "slim" [20] . Further, the Acholi people had always associated the armed forces with loose living or prostitution. The military barracks were considered, since the Anglo-Nubian conquest of Acholiland, as the symbols of prostitution [21] . To add salt to injury, the National Resistance Army later on started what they called Local Defence Unit (LDU) composed mainly of locals who agreed, or were forced to join the government army or saw joining the government army as a better opportunity for survival. This in effect brought distrust between the LRA fighters and the civilians as according to Olsen [7] :
"Thus, in a peculiar way the LRA has justified the killings of civilians by arguing that civilians have given up their civilian status by cooperating with the army. The government strategy of establishing civilian self-defence units in Acholiland (which was initiated around 1990) was particularly important in fostering this perception among LRA fighters and contributed greatly to legitimising attacks on civilians. In the eyes of the LRA leadership the formation of the self-defence units served as a final proof that the Acholi civilian society could no longer be trusted and that they should therefore be treated as part of the enemy force". Apart from fostering the enmity among the locals, the creation of the Local Defence Unit or LDU also meant that the loose living associated with the army and its attendant spread of HIV/AIDS, was now devolved to the local level. Historically, a vicious religious campaign by the Italian Verona (now Comboni) missionaries in the late 20 th century meant that the Acholi region became predominantly Catholic with its equally dominant Marian ideology [22] . It did not take long after the outbreak of "slim" before these Catholic Marians realized that sin and "slim" were conjoined twins [23] . To banish the deadly "slim" one had to discard sin as well. Alice Lakwena, whose family were ardent Catholics, soon identified Catholic Christian rituals and beliefs that could be performed to purge both the body and soul from this sin which ultimately led to "slim". These were the rosary, the Ten Commandments and other rituals such as the anointment with oil. Alice soon found out that the recitation of some beads of the rosary over a "slim" infected person brought them some relief [3] . Patients therefore flocked to her from all corners of Uganda and as far as the Congo, Sudan, Rwanda, Burundi, Kenya and Tanzania since, according to Fisher [24] When she emerged, she said she had been possessed by an Italian army officer whom she called Lakwena, which means "word of God." For about a year, Alice Lakwena, as she was now known, worked as a healer and oracle. Then, one day, she announced that Lakwena had a new plan for her. She would purify first her native lands in northern Uganda, and then the world, through combat. War would be a divine form of healing, she said, in which those that die are like rotten flesh cut out by a surgeon, and in which the pure could not be killed". The choice of an "Italian army officer" was not an accident as nearly all members of the Verona missionaries at the time were Italians. Alice achieved her feat through performance of the exaggerated versions of the Catholic rituals. In addition to performing such acts like saying the rosary over her desperate patients, Alice also called for the adherence to the Ten Commandments to avoid future infections. Who could disagree with her since the commandments called for among others abstention from adultery and other acts of immorality? [3] . It was music to the ears of the patients and their relatives. Slim was spreading fast. It was no longer confined to the prostitutes and the armed forces. Among its new victims were clerical officers, lawyers, teachers, nurses, politicians, etc. Some of them went to Alice for a cure. Alice"s call for the establishment of the rule of the Ten Commandments in the entire country while being welcomed by some was totally opposed by the government. To the government such a call meant being accountable or being overthrown. The government had to act to stem Alice"s call from gaining mass support. However, the government"s reaction was a little too late. Politicians had already noticed the mobilising ability in Alice"s movement. It did not take long for the politicians in Alice"s camp to start calling for the overthrow of the "oppressive, corrupt and evil government" [25] of Yoweri Museveni. In short the politicians had taken over the LRA movement and had turned it into their weapon against the government. What had started as a religious movement against HIV/AIDS or "slim" had now become a political revolution ready to confront the government. The availability of Tito Lotuwa Okello-Basilio Okello"s forces that had fled with their weapons meant that there were ready forces only too willing to settle scores with the government"s regular army. Alice"s newly acquired attributes as a prophetess who could cure AIDS with the rosary and anointment with oil, also brought in much needed morale into the fighters. The prophetess could make them immune to death through bullets [3] in the same way that she had brought an end to death from "slim".
